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Roth+Taylor Fine Art Presents Jerry Simon in “Otherworldly”

Exhibition Dates: April 2- May 2, 2023
Opening Night Reception

April 6th, 6-9PM
Roth + Taylor Fine Art
℅ CadFab Creative

6023 Washington Blvd, Culver City, CA 90232

For Immediate Release

Roth+Taylor Fine Art Gallery is thrilled to present artworks by Jerry Simon this spring during the group exhibition
“Otherworldly.” Known for his multimedia “freeform” canvases, Simon’s landscapes blend abstraction with 
recognizable imagery. His style is vibrant and energetic, depicting the active, alive and ever-changing world around 
us—from the terrestrial to the celestial.

“Throughout my life I have sought to bring order to the visual world,” said Simon.

A Texas native now based in Oregon, Simon has “exploded the canvas” in terms of literal form and impact on the 
viewer. His signature works are complex assemblages that replicate the ways humans encounter and observe space.



Simon has an MA in Painting and Architectural Art from the University of California, Berkeley.
He believes that giving canvases a freeform shape allows for greater visual movement while the nonlinear
perspective challenges the viewer to organize that vision.

“The shaped canvas and the overhead perspective create enormous dilemmas in composition and in arranging
ambiguous space, ” Simon noted in discussing his work. The issues are resolved by balancing content, structure and
color to create visually stunning compositions.

About Roth + Taylor Fine Art

Roth + Taylor Fine Art Gallery, founded by Maya Roth and Candice Taylor, has established itself as a leading
contemporary art gallery representing both established and emerging artists. Located in the Culver City Arts District,
in the heart of Los Angeles CA, the gallery features works that are innovative, culturally passionate and uplifting,
offering collectors an expanded selection of unique work by artists who reflect the highest standards of quality and
integrity within their chosen field.

Carefully selecting paintings and sculpture for our clients, advisors, movie sets, and interior designers, we curate a
collection of fine art designed to suit the individual needs of our clientele. As professional art advisors, we believe
that art consulting is about making a thoughtful art selection that provides an elevated experience for our clients and
creates a personal art collection that is both compelling and inspiring.



Essential Information:
DATES //
April 2-May 2 2023
LOCATION //
6023 Washington Blvd, Culver City, CA 90232

PRESS/SALES CONTACT //
Candice Taylor
candice@cadfabcreative.com

TIMES //
Opening Night: Thursday, April 6th 6– 9pm
Artist Reception
6 – 9 pm

PUBLIC HOURS:
Monday – Saturday, April 2-May 2, 2023
Open to Public
10-4PM

Images and pricing available upon request.


